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Abstract

The thesis presents data processing schemes for extracting Earth-referenced current ve-

locity from relative current velocity measurement made by an Acoustic Doppler Current

Profiler (ADCP) borne by an Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV). Compared with

conventional approaches, current profiling from an AUV platform has advantages including

three-dimensional mobility, rapid response, high-level intelligent control, independence from

ship motion and weather constraint, and shallow water operation. First, an acausal post-

processing scheme is presented for estimating the AUV's own velocity and removing it from

the relative velocity measurement to obtain the true current velocity. Then, a causal scheme

for estimating the Earth-referenced current velocity is presented. The causal algorithm is

based on an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) that utilizes the hydrodynamics connecting

current velocity to vehicle's motion. In both methods, the raw ADCP measurement is cor-

rected to achieve more accurate current velocity estimate. Field data from the Haro Strait

Tidal Front Experiment are processed by both methods. Current velocity estimation results

reveal horizontal and vertical velocity structure of the tidal mixing process, and are also

consistent with the vehicle's deviated trajectory. The capability of the AUV-borne current
profiling system is thus demonstrated.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The thesis addresses the problem of water current velocity profiling from an Au-

tonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV). Current velocity measurement is a first order

task in ocean process research, environmental monitoring, ship traffic control, and

other offshore work [1]. On an Odyssey IIB class AUV [2], an Acoustic Doppler

Current Profiler (ADCP) is mounted for making long-range current velocity profiles

beneath the vehicle. Taking advantage of the AUV's speed and three-dimensional

mobility, current velocity profiling can be carried out with much more synopticity

and flexibility than by conventional means.

It should be noted that the raw current velocity measured by an AUV-borne

ADCP is referenced to the moving platform, but what we typically need is the Earth-

referenced current velocity. The platform's own velocity should be removed from

the ADCP's raw measurement so that the Earth-referenced current velocity can be

extracted. This is a general problem in ADCP applications. The problem is even

more challenging for the AUV-borne scenario where the vehicle's cruising speed is

typically much larger than the true current velocity and the vehicle's dynamics is

complicated. For the experiment presented in this thesis, estimation of the vehicle's

own velocity relies solely on acoustic navigation and depth measurement since the

ADCP's bottom-track function was not equipped. Actually, in deep ocean surveys,



the seabed is often out of range even if the bottom-track mode is available. Therefore,

the working condition of the presented research is demanding but representative.

The thesis describes an AUV-borne current profiling system, and presents methods

for recovering the true current velocity. The system was put into use during the

summer 1996 Haro Strait Tidal Front Experiment [3]. The presented processing

algorithms are applied to the field data. The results are shown to provide insight into

the tidal mixing process.

1.2 Background and Existing Work

An ADCP measures the water current velocity utilizing the Doppler principle. It

transmits acoustic waves and then receives echoes returning from sound scatterers in

the water. The reflected wave bears a frequency shift compared with the transmitted

wave. The frequency shift is proportional to the radial velocity of the scatterer, as

expressed by Equation (1.1).

fD = 2V f (1.1)
C

where fD is the Doppler frequency shift; f , is the frequency of the transmitted signal;

Vr is the radial velocity of the scatterer; c is the sound speed. Note that since the

ADCP both transmits and receives, the Doppler frequency shift is doubled compared

with one-way propagation.

Based on the frequency difference between the transmitted and the received sig-

nals, the velocity of the sound scatterers can be calculated. These scatterers are

plankton or other small particles floating in the water. In most cases, the assump-

tion that the scatterers are passively advected by water motion is valid, hence the

scatterers' velocity represents that of the water current [4], [5]. Current velocity is

thus obtained based on the Doppler principle. Furthermore, an ADCP measures the

current velocity over a large depth range which is divided into sequential "depth



bins". This capability is achieved by the technique of "range gating" [4]. Echoes

from far ranges take longer to return to the ADCP than those from close ranges.

Range gating breaks the received signal into successive segments which correspond to

reflections from increasingly distant depth bins. Current velocity is averaged within

the same bin to give the reading. For its ability of making a profile of current velocity

over some depth range, the instrument is called "profiler". Besides water column

profiling, bottom-track is the other working mode of an ADCP. In this mode, the

ADCP platform's speed referenced to the bottom can be calculated from the Doppler

frequency shift borne by the bottom-reflected echoes. By measuring the time-delay of

the echoes, the distance between the ADCP and the bottom is also obtained. When

the water bottom is within the range of ADCP, bottom-track is often utilized for mea-

suring the absolute speed of the ADCP's platform. More technical details of ADCP

will be given in Section 2.3.

Compared with older mechanical or electro-magnetic current meters, an ADCP

has the advantage of permitting unobstructed flow measurement because it is not

physically intrusive and hence does not disturb the water flow. Over the past decade,

ADCPs have been mounted on ships, moorings, and the ocean bottom.

Installed in the hulls of surface vessels [6], [7], [8], [9], ADCPs work in a downward-

looking orientation to make current velocity profiles of the water below the ship. The

ship's navigation error and the ADCP's mounting misalignment error are of main

concern in estimating the absolute current velocity. The Global Positioning System

(GPS) is an asset that a surface ship can utilize for knowing the position and conse-

quently the speed of its own. When the water bottom is within the ADCP's range,

its bottom-track mode can also be used to estimate the ship's own speed. However,

a ship is constrained to the surface, thus the ADCP profiling cannot penetrate some

depth bound. Ship time is very expensive too, typically costing around $20k/day.

The use of a Lowered ADCP (LADCP) [10] provides an alternative approach for

investigating deep current from a ship. An LADCP is attached to a Conductivity-

Temperature-Depth (CTD) rosette package, and lowered down from a surface vessel.

It records water velocity during downcasts and upcasts. The unknown motion of



the platform determines that an LADCP is suitable for measuring the vertical shear

of current velocity, i.e., the vertical differentiation of velocity which rejects the un-

wanted platform motion. With the help of the ship's GPS data and some integration

techniques, the extraction of the Earth-referenced current velocity is possible.

Free from surface vessels, ADCPs have been mounted on moorings [11], [12], [5]

and at the ocean bottom [13]. Either on a mooring or at the sea bottom, the ADCP

can only work for monitoring current velocity at spatially fixed locations.

Using an acoustic Doppler device on an underwater vehicle is at its beginning

stage. In [14], an ADCP is installed on an Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV). In

this application, however, the ADCP functions only in its bottom-track mode for

improving the vehicle's real-time navigation rather than for making current velocity

profiles.

1.3 AUV as Instrument Platform

Studying the oceans requires introducing sensors to their interior depths [15], and

AUVs have the potential to provide economical and flexible access [2]. An AUV is a

mobile instrument platform [15]. Using on-board instruments, AUVs are capable of

conducting oceanographic missions without the typical operating constraints associ-

ated with weather, sea state, as well as host ship motion and maneuvering require-

ments [16]. Accordingly, the pace of AUV development has increased substantially

during the past two decades [17].

Odyssey IIB AUVs, designed and built by MIT Sea Grant AUV Laboratory, are

small and high performance survey platforms [2]. Each vehicle is torpedo-like with

a length of 2.15 m, and a diameter of 0.59 m at its largest vertical cross-section, as

shown in Figure 1.1. The vehicle has an outer fairing for hydrodynamic stability and

drag reduction, and an inner fairing for structural integrity. These structures are free-

flooded, except for two 17-inch-diameter glass spheres which provide the main dry

volume. The vehicles operate autonomously with its on-board computer and battery

system, along with various sensors. They can be deployed with minimal logistical
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Figure 1.1: Odyssey IIB AUV with an ADCP at its bottom midsection (courtesy of
Dr. James G. Bellingham).

support from remote sites, off ships of opportunity, or in rough seas. In the past few

years, Odyssey IIB AUVs have fulfilled more than 300 successful missions under the

Arctic ice, over the Pacific Ocean ridge, in the Haro Strait tidal current, off the coast

of New Zealand, and at the convective Labrador Sea.

1.4 Thesis Work

In the summer of 1996, an RDI Workhorse ADCP was mounted on an Odyssey IIB

AUV [18]. The AUV-borne ADCP played a key role in the Haro Strait Tidal Front

Experiment which will be elaborated in Chapter 2. As shown in Figure 1.1, the ADCP

poses in a downward-looking orientation, at the bottom midsection of the vehicle.

Utilizing the AUV's three-dimensional mobility, the ADCP can be used to survey

water current in a very flexible manner. Compared with conventional methods, AUV-

borne current profiling has advantages including rapid response, high-level intelligent

control, independence from ship motion and weather constraint, and shallow water

operation. To the author's knowledge, this AUV-borne current profiling system is

the first to map current velocity from an AUV. The thesis describes this system and

presents the methods for recovering the Earth-referenced current velocity.



At the time of the Haro Strait Experiment, the bottom-track function was not

equipped with the Workhorse ADCP provided by RDI. Hence, the vehicle relied on

the Long-BaseLine (LBL) sonar beacon array for horizontal navigation, and on the

on-board depth sensor for vertical navigation. From the AUV's three-dimensional po-

sitioning, the vehicle's velocity is estimated. Velocity of the ADCP's platform is thus

removed from the raw current velocity measurement. In this way, the Earth-referenced

current velocity is obtained. Data processing techniques include time synchroniza-

tion between different sensors, ADCP data corrections, and low-pass smoothing for

suppressing estimation errors.

Cruising in the current, the AUV's motion is closely related with the water velocity

via hydrodynamic forces. The thesis also makes an effort to further utilize the prior

knowledge of the vehicle's hydrodynamics for better estimates of the AUV's own

velocity as well as the Earth-referenced current velocity. Based on the nonlinearity of

the AUV's dynamics, a state space model and an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) [19],

[20] are set up. A causal algorithm for current velocity estimation is developed.

The capability of this AUV-borne current profiling system has been tested through

the Haro Strait Tidal Front Experiment. Field data collected by the ADCP combined

with the AUV's other measurements are processed. Results reveal shear structure

of the horizontal flow, and alternating upwellings and downwellings of the vertical

flow. In collaboration with a numerical tide current model of the same region, the

current velocity measurements from the AUV have proved to be very helpful for

understanding the tidal mixing process. The AUV's role as a mobile and intelligent

instrument platform is further demonstrated.

To make clear the application environment of the AUV-borne current profiling

system, the Haro Strait Experiment setup and the oceanography context are de-

scribed in Chapter 2. Working principle of the ADCP and its operation during the

Experiment are discussed in detail. The vehicle's LBL navigation system, its depth

measurement, as well as the heading/pitch/roll sensors of the AUV and the ADCP

are also introduced.

Using the AUV's three-dimensional navigation system, the vehicle's own velocity



is estimated. The platform velocity is then removed from the relative current velocity

measurement made by the ADCP, so that the Earth-referenced current velocity is

derived. Chapter 3 presents the data post-processing method. Field data from the

Haro Strait Tidal Front Experiment are processed, and their physical meanings are

discussed.

The algorithm presented in Chapter 4 takes one step forward by making use of

the AUV's hydrodynamics information. The motivation comes from the fact that the

vehicle's motion is closely related with the water velocity via hydrodynamic forces.

A nonlinear state space model is established, and an EKF is developed. The Haro

Strait Experiment data are used to test this Kalman Filtering based scheme.

In the end, a summary of contributions and a discussion on future work are given

in Chapter 5.



Chapter 2

Experimental Description

2.1 Tidal Mixing at Haro Strait

Geography around Haro Strait

Strait of Georgia

qU. u and
.Haro Straft" ,

Longitude (degree)

Figure 2.1: Geography around Haro Strait (based
of Ocean Sciences, Canada).

on map data provided by Institute
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The Haro Strait (around 48'40' N, 123010' W) is part of a narrow channel between

Washington State of the U. S. and Vancouver Island of British Columbia, Canada.

It is the largest channel connecting Strait of Georgia with Juan de Fuca Strait, as

shown in Figure 2.1. Fraser River (to the north of 490 N) flows into Strait of Georgia.

At Haro Strait, this southward fresh water mixes with salty sea water coming from

the Pacific through Juan de Fuca Strait. A front forms at the junction of these two

different water masses [21]. Since the mixing of the channel flows is tidally driven, it

is called "tidal mixing".

Tidal mixing is important to many practical problems including dispersion of

nutrients, effluent, and pollutants [21]. The mixing stirs the nutrient-rich Pacific

water up into the surface layer, attracting a variety of plants and animals. As a

result, Haro Strait is the home of killer whales and a lot of other marine wildlife.

Studying tidal mixing also helps protect Haro Strait and similar environments. The

Strait is a very busy shipping channel, along which numerous tankers carrying Alaskan

oil. If a tanker ruptures in this area, emergency actions can be wisely taken only if

we understand how waters in the Strait move and mix the spill [22].

Numerical models have been built for simulating currents in this region [23], [24].

Figure 2.2 shows the current flow field at flood tide at 23:03 (GMT) on June 28,

1996. However, direct measurements are severely lacking because the space and time

scales of the tidal mixing process precludes satisfactory observations with traditional

techniques [21]. Utilizing state-of-the-art technology, researchers from MIT and four

other institutions led an expedition into Haro Strait in the summer of 1996 [3], [25].

Two Odyssey IIB AUVs were put into use. One of the vehicles was equipped with

an ADCP, as shown in Figure 1.1. In this experiment, we were interested in making

current velocity profiles, rather than making point measurement. Hence an ADCP

was used instead of an Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter [26] which measures flow velocity

at its acoustic focal location. On a mobile platform, the ADCP profiled current

velocity, the key parameter characterizing the mixing process.
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Figure 2.2: Flood flow at Haro Strait (using a tidal current model provided by Insti-
tute of Ocean Sciences, Canada).

2.2 Experimental Area and Grid Coordinate

System

The experimental area was at the northern part of Haro Strait, to the south of Stuart

Island which is labeled in Figure 2.1. Bathymetry of this area is shown in Figure 2.3.

Intense mixing had been shown to occur in this area by ERS-1 Synthetic Aperture

Radar images, aircraft photographs, and other means [21].

A set of projection parameters which are similar to those of Universal Transverse

Mercator (UTM) were chosen to establish a convenient coordinate system for the Haro

Strait region [3]. The WGS-84 ellipsoid was used along with the following specific

projection parameters: central meridian 1230 W (the same as UTM Zone 10) with false

easting 40,000 m, latitude of origin 480 30'N with false northing 20,000 m. The center



of projection is sufficiently close to the experimental area such that the distortion

is negligible. In this scheme, the grid coordinates of the center of the experimental

area are around northing 36,000 m by easting 24,000 m. The use of grid coordinates

instead of geodetic ones greatly simplifies data processing.

LBL array position and bathymetry (m) of experimental area.................... \\\,,N,.

25
Easting (km)

Figure 2.3: Grid coordinate system and bathymetry
area. Four LBL acoustic transponders were deployed

(in meter)
as marked

of the experimental
by circles.

2.3 ADCP

An Workhorse ADCP [27] manufactured by RD Instruments (RDI) is selected to be

used on an Odyssey IIB AUV. The RDI Workhorse ADCP is a four-beam system

as shown in Figure 2.4, working at a frequency of 307.2 kHz with a wide bandwidth

of about 75 kHz. Each of its four transducers both transmits acoustic pulses and

receives reflections. The four acoustic beams point to four different directions, each

with a slanting angle of 200 from the vertical axis of the ADCP unit. The Doppler

principle applies only to the radial relative velocity, hence the current velocity is



Bottom View Side View

Figure 2.4: Bottom view and side view of the RDI ADCP unit.

originally measured as its projections along the four beam directions, called "beam

velocity components", as shown in Figure 2.5. With a compass and a pair of perpen-

dicular tilt sensors inside the ADCP unit, it can transform the beam velocity into the

East-North-Up (ENU) velocity in the Earth coordinate system. One pair of beam

velocity components produces one horizontal component and the vertical component.

The second pair produces the second, perpendicular horizontal component as well as

the vertical component again. The "error velocity" is the difference between the two

estimates of vertical velocity, which indicates the homogeneity within the same depth

bin. At its working frequency, the ADCP's profiling range is from 100 meters to 150

meters, depending on the specified depth bin size parameter. Using a broadband

technique, the Workhorse ADCP features lower measurement noise than a narrow-

band counterpart by a factor of about the square root of the bandwidth ratio [28].

The ratio is typically 100 for RDI ADCPs [4].

Ensemble period No. of pings per ensemble No. of depth bins Depth bin size Distance to 1st bin

2s 1 50 2m 14m

Table 2.1: ADCP settings at Haro Strait.

Key parameters for setting the ADCP during the Haro Strait Experiment are listed
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Figure 2.5: ADCP's four-beam radial velocity measurement over depth bins.

in Table 2.1. A "ping" refers to a short acoustic pulse transmitted by the ADCP. A

velocity estimation error is associated with each single-ping measurement. Consider-

ing errors with individual pings uncorrelated, averaging reduces the overall error by

the square root rule. The averaging is done on a group of pings, each group referred

to as an "ensemble". At Haro Strait, the tidal mixing process under survey from a

rapidly moving platform featured high spatial variability. Consequently, reflected sig-

nals of different pings could in general come from considerably different water masses.

Thus we chose to have only one ping per ensemble. Based on the bathymetry of the

experimental area, the ADCP was designated to make profiles of 100 m depth range

which was divided into 50 bins each of 2 m size. Given the above parameters, the

ADCP's transmission time plus the overhead processing time determines that the

ensemble interval is 2 s. Ensemble cycling and ping cycling were both set to be auto-

matic. The ADCP needs time to switch from the transmission mode to the reception

mode. Therefore, it blanks out reflections close to the transducer head. The dis-

tance of the first bin from the ADCP was 4 m in the Haro Strait settings. Current

velocity data presented in the thesis were recorded in the East-North-Up (ENU) coor-

dinate system with transformation work already done by ADCP's internal processing.

Transformation from the ADCP's local forward-sideway-up coordinate system to the



ENU coordinate system is carried out using the ADCP's internal heading/pitch/roll

sensors.

As explained in Chapter 1, current velocity is averaged within the same depth bin

to give the reading. Larger depth bin size implies more averaging within the same

bin and hence lower velocity measurement noise, under the assumption of laterally

homogeneous current velocity within the same bin. Coarser depth segmentation, on

the other hand, means worse vertical resolution. Thus there is a trade-off between

measurement noise and vertical resolution. At Haro Strait, the depth bin size was

set to 2 m. Under this setting, the ADCP's single-ping velocity measurement noise

is 7.0 cm/s for horizontal and 3.6 cm/s for vertical.

The ADCP was powered by the vehicle's battery pack. Its communications with

the vehicle's computer were through an RS-232 port. The ADCP's raw data were

in binary format and recorded in its internal memory of 10 MB space. With the

settings outlined in Table 2.1, 20-minute data logging requires about 1 MB. At Haro

Strait, a typical mission day was less than 200 minutes, so the ADCP's memory

space was enough to hold data of the whole day. At the end of the day, the data

were downloaded onto an outside PC via an external RS-232 cable. Control of the

ADCP was only partially integrated with the vehicle software at the time of the

Haro Strait Experiment, requiring the ADCP be awakened by a manual command

during the pre-launch countdown of a mission. All controls for ADCP have since been

incorporated into the main vehicle software. Time synchronization will be elaborated

in Section 3.1.1.

2.4 Long-BaseLine (LBL) Navigation Array

A Long-BaseLine (LBL) acoustic transponder array provided the externally referenced

navigation for the AUV [3]. Four transponders were deployed in a slightly skewed

parallelogram with side lengths of about 2 km and 2.5 km, as shown in Figure 2.3.

Frequencies used were in the 8.5 - 13 kHz range. The navigation principle of an LBL

system is as follows. During an AUV run, the vehicle's transceiver broadcasts acoustic



pulses to all transponders. On reception, the transponders send response signals using

distinct frequencies. The AUV's transceiver receives the responses, and calculates

the acoustic travel time for each transponder. As locations of the transponders are

known, the vehicle's position is obtained based on acoustic travel times and sound

speed which is derived from CTD casts. Calibration of LBL transponder locations

was performed from the ship utilizing Differential GPS (DGPS).

LBL positioning error sources include watch-circle of the moored transponders,

error of array calibration, errors due to incorrect modeling of water properties, and

time jitter of acoustic pulse detection. In addition, depth measurement offset is also

an error source, as will be pointed out in Section 2.5. Calculated by Dr. Bradley

Moran [3], the positioning accuracy of the Haro Strait LBL system is better than

10 m and the precision is better than 2 m, when the vehicle's distance from the array

center is less than the array aperture.

2.5 AUV's Depth Measurement

The vehicle's depth sensor used in the Haro Strait Experiment was Paroscientific

Model 8B-4000. It has an accuracy of 0.4 m [29], and its precision is much better

than 0.2 m.

Elevation of the water surface varies with tide in the experiment area. Water

level at the time of LBL array calibration could be different from that at the time

of an AUV mission. Under such a circumstance, the zero-depth reference used for

the vehicle's depth measurement differs from that used by the LBL array calibration

record. The resultant depth offset for the transponders translates into LBL ranging

errors.



2.6 Heading/Pitch/Roll Measurements of AUV and

ADCP

The vehicle uses KVH digital gyro compass and inclinometer for its heading/pitch/roll

measurements [30]. The ADCP uses its internal heading/pitch/roll sensors for con-

ducting coordinate transformation for velocity measurement.

heading pitch

KVH ±0.50 ±10
ADCP ±10 ±20

/ roll

Table 2.2: Heading/pitch/roll sensors' accuracy (at tilt angles up to ±200) compari-
son.

AUV's KVH sensors are twice as accurate as those of ADCP's, as compared in Ta-

ble 2.2, based on manufacturers' specifications. The performance difference shown in

experiments is probably even greater. It is also found that at Haro Strait the ADCP's

compass gave considerable bias at some headings, possibly affected by the AUV bat-

tery's magnetic field due to the ADCP's proximity to the vehicle's battery sphere. As

a result, correction is made on ADCP's velocity measurement, using KVH's readings

as better references. For the two reciprocal legs during Mission 14 on June 25 (as

shown in Figure 3.7), current velocity estimates using corrected ADCP data are much

more consistent than using raw data. The correction procedure will be elaborated in

Chapter 3. At the time of the Haro Strait Experiment, the magnetic variation in the

region was 18.9'. This variation is taken care of in data processing.



Chapter 3

Data Post-Processing Method
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Figure 3.1: Block diagram of the data post-processing procedure.

The data processing procedure is summarized in Figure 3.1. The central point is to

remove the AUV's velocity from the ADCP's raw measurement. Individual computa-

tion components are described in Section 3.1, and results are presented in Section 3.2.



3.1 Data Processing Method

3.1.1 Time Synchronization

A common time reference must be set up before merging data from different sen-

sors. During the Haro Strait Experiment, LBL data and AUV-borne CTD data were

stamped with the vehicle's time which was set to the GPS time once every day. The

ADCP had a separate clock which was manually set before each mission. The ap-

proximate one-second error of ADCP clock is compensated in data post-processing by

careful alignment of heading/pitch/roll measurements made by the vehicle and by the

ADCP. In this way, LBL data and vehicle CTD data are synchronized with ADCP

data on the common GPS time reference. Subsequent to the Haro Strait Experiment,

synchronization has been automated.

3.1.2 Estimating AUV's Own Velocity

1. Horizontal velocity.

The bottom-track function was not equipped with the RDI Workhorse ADCP

at the time of the Experiment. As a result, the LBL navigation record is used

for estimating the vehicle's horizontal position. Differentiation of sequential

positions gives the AUV's horizontal velocity.

2. Vertical velocity.

The AUV's Vertical velocity is estimated by differentiating its on-board depth

sensor measurements.

3. Error Sources. To reduce the overall noise of current velocity estimates, low-pass

smoothing is conducted as will be discussed in Section 3.1.5.

3.1.3 Sources of Errors

1. LBL fixes. As mentioned in Section 2.4, the positioning precision is 2 m. Note

that in estimating the vehicle's own velocity, differentiation is done on adjacent



position data. Hence positioning precision, rather than accuracy, is used for

getting the velocity estimation uncertainty. The time interval between adjacent

LBL fixes is 10 s.

2. AUV's Depth measurement. As mentioned in Section 2.5, the depth precision

is much better than 0.2 m, taken as (0.2 m)x0.3 = 0.06 m. The time interval

between adjacent depth measurements is 0.2 s. Elevation of the water surface

varies with tide. As pointed out in Section 2.5, the possibly different zero-depth

references used by the vehicle and by the array calibration record may slightly

contribute to the errors in LBL fixes.

3. ADCP measurement. As mentioned in Section 2.3, Under its settings for the

Haro Strait Experiment, the ADCP's single-ping velocity measurement noise is

7.0 cm/s for horizontal and 3.6 cm/s for vertical. Correction of errors result-

ing from ADCP's inaccurate heading/pitch/roll measurements will be discussed

in Section 3.1.4.

In the ADCP's calculations, it is assumed that water current velocity is ho-

mogeneous in the same depth bin over the span of its slanted acoustic beams.

When there is considerable horizontal spatial variation of current velocity, the

above assumption may not hold satisfactorily, especially for greater ranges as

slanted beams span wider. This shortcoming is intrinsic to the ADCP's working

principle.

4. Attitude-related variation of ADCP measurement. During a yo-yo mission as

depicted by Figure 3.2, the ADCP's acoustic beams sharply pitch up or down at

the vertical turning points. For upper turning points and lower turning points,

horizontal locations of the ensonified water columns relative to the vehicle are

different. The resultant effects are ignored in this thesis since low-pass smooth-

ing is later applied.



3.1.4 Corrections of ADCP Measurement

1. Depth correction.

During an AUV mission, especially a yo-yo mission, the vehicle's depth varies.

The depth bin numbering of ADCP data is from the vehicle, as illustrated

in Figure 3.2. Therefore, correction is done such that depth is in the absolute

sense (i.e., relative to the water surface) in the final current velocity profile. Fig-

ure 3.2 describes a yo-yo mission of the AUV, with ADCP's depth bin numbers

labeled. The final current velocity profile is made on the shaded rectangular

section.

Figure 3.2: Depth bin numbering correction for ADCP data.

2. ENU transformation correction.

As pointed out in Section 2.6, accuracy of the AUV's KVH heading/pitch/roll

sensors is twice as high as that of the ADCP's internal sensors. The ADCP's

current velocity data presented in the thesis were recorded in the East-North-

Up (ENU) coordinate system. Transformation from the ADCP's local forward-



Figure 3.3: ENU transformation correction for ADCP velocity.

sideway-up coordinate system to the ENU coordinate system was carried out

on-site by the ADCP using its internal heading/pitch/roll sensors. For better

data quality, heading/pitch/roll used in ADCP's internal transformation are

corrected by using the vehicle's KVH measurements as better references. The

corrected values are then used in calculating the corrected ENU velocity. The

diagram is shown in Figure 3.3. The correction procedure is as follows.

(a) Transform velocity from the ENU coordinate system back to the ADCP's

local forward-sideway-up coordinate system. Transformations in both di-

rections are based on the successive rotations illustrated in Figure 3.4.

Z2 (Z) Z3 Z2  Z3

Y3
X- Y (North) ----------- Y2

X (East) X3 (X2) X3 x

Heading Pitch Roll

Figure 3.4: Rotations by heading, pitch, and roll.

The transformation from ENU coordinate system X - Y - Z to local

forward-sideway-up coordinate system x - y - z can be implemented by

three successive rotations: heading, pitch, and roll, as expressed by the



following equations.
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where matrices A, B, and C represent

tively.

the three rotation matrices, respec-

Note that there is a subtlety in the roll rotation. The measured roll angle is

referenced to the horizontal plane, rather than a rotation about the y-axis.

Trigonometric derivation gives the relation between the desired rotation

angle Or' and the roll measurement 0r as expressed by Equation (3.4).

When pitch angle Op is small, the difference between 0r and Or' is small

too.

cos(20,) + cos(20p)O = acos+( ) x sign(Or)
2cos(Oe) Vcos 2 (o0) - S 2(Or)

(3.4)

Therefore, vX, vy, and vz in the ADCP's local forward-sideway-up coordi-

nate system are related with vx, vy, and vZ in the ENU coordinate system

by the following equation:



vY =(CBA) vy (3.5)

(b) Then, 0 h, Op, and 0, measured by the ADCP's internal sensors are corrected

using the AUV's KVH sensors. The corrected heading, pitch, and roll

angles are Ohc, pc, and 0 rc, respectively. ENU current velocity measured

by the ADCP is accordingly corrected using 0 hc, Opc, and Orc, resulting in

vxc, vyc, and vz,:

v[ I = (CBcAc)- 1 vy = (CcBcAc)-'(CBA) vy

Lvz J  v v vz (3.6)

where matrices Ac, Bc, and Cc are the same as A, B, and C in Equa-

tion (3.1), Equation (3.2), and Equation (3.3), except that Ohc, Ope, and Orc

replace Oh, Op, and Or, respectively.

(c) Ohc, Opc7 and Orc are derived from the AUV's KVH measurements. The

mounting orientation of the ADCP makes the calculations not straightfor-

ward. The ADCP's mounting plane is parallel to that of the KVH box.

Hence for trigonometric calculations, the two pairs of pitch/roll axes can

be deemed lying in the same plane. The relation between the two sets of

pitch/roll angles is illustrated in Figure 3.5.

a = 450 is the mounting angle between the ADCP's forward direction

and the AUV's bow direction. y is the projection of a on the horizontal

plane. Pitch 01 and roll 02 are KVH measurements. Corrected pitch 0pc

and corrected roll Orc of the ADCP are derived from 01 and 02, based on



the mounting constraint of the ADCP. Thus corrected pitch and roll for

the ADCP are obtained as follows:

0pc

Orc

= -asin[(sin( 2) - sin(01)cot(a))sin(a)]

= asin[(sin(02) + sin(01)tan(a))cos(a)]

PADCP PKVH

(3.7)

(3.8)

RKVHRADCP

Figure 3.5: Pitch/roll for ADCP's internal sensors and AUV's KVH sensors.

The relation between headings measured by the ADCP and the AUV's

KVH is illustrated in Figure 3.6. Note that KVH-measured heading is

of the vehicle bow's projection on the horizontal plane, while the ADCP-

measured heading is of its forward's projection. As first noted in Figure 3.5,

y is the projection of mounting angle a = 450 on the horizontal plane.

It can be shown that

cos(a)
7 = acos ()cos(O) - tan(01)tan(Opc)] (3.9)

where Opc is expressed by Equation (3.7).
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Figure 3.6: Headings measured by ADCP's internal compass and AUV's KVH com-
pass.

We rectify ADCP-measured heading using KVH's North/East as the cor-

rect reference:

0
hc - OhKVH - 7 (3.10)

where Ohc is the corrected value of the ADCP-measured heading, and

OhKVH is the KVH-measured heading. y is expressed by Equation (3.9).

Using Equation (3.7), Equation (3.8), and Equation (3.10), heading, pitch,

and roll measured by ADCP are corrected. The corrected values are used

in Equation (3.6) to obtain corrected current velocity in the ENU coordi-

N (K'



nate system.

3.1.5 Low-Pass Smoothing

Single-ping measurement noise of the raw ADCP current velocity data, as noted

in Section 2.3, is unsatisfactorily large compared with the true current velocity. The

problem of measurement noise is more severe with estimate of the AUV's horizon-

tal velocity based on LBL navigation data, because the positioning precision 2 m

translates into a large velocity uncertainty in the process of differentiation. A similar

problem is associated with estimating the vehicle's vertical velocity by differentiating

its depth measurements.

A rectangular moving-average window is applied to ADCP measurements, and

estimates of vehicle's own velocity. The longer the window, the smaller the output

noise, but the worse the temporal resolution. Temporal resolution can be translated

into spatial resolution, given the vehicle's cruising speed. Therefore, there is a trade-

off between temporal (spatial) resolution and noise reduction. The rule of thumb

used in the thesis is to make the smoothing window just long enough to suppress the

velocity noise to being around 10% of the true current velocity magnitude.

3.1.6 Extraction of Earth-Referenced Current Velocity

As the final step, the AUV's own velocity is removed from the relative current velocity

measured by the ADCP. The remnant is the Earth-referenced current velocity we are

looking for.

3.2 Data Processing Results

Current velocity results for two typical AUV missions of the Haro Strait Experiment

are presented in this section.

1. Mission 14 on June 25, 1996.
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Figure 3.7: Horizontal trajectory of the AUV during Mission 14 on June 25, 1996.

During this mission, the vehicle yo-yo'ed between the surface and a depth of

20 m. The vehicle's horizontal and vertical trajectories are shown in Figure 3.7

and Figure 3.8, respectively. Its commanded heading was 108.9' (True) for

1200 s and then a reciprocal course of 288.9' (True) for 900 s, as shown by

the arrows in Figure 3.7. The discrepancy between the AUV's dead-reckoned

track and the actual track affected by the current will be discussed shortly. The

vehicle's horizontal speed was about 1.3 m/s.

Raw ADCP measurements are shown in Figure 3.9. The vehicle's - 30' pitch

angle in this yo-yo mission made the ADCP's acoustic beams be slanted against

the vertical direction. The ADCP's effective vertical range, which is the pro-
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Figure 3.8: Vertical trajectory of the AUV during Mission 14 on June 25, 1996.

jection of its radial range on the vertical axis, was consequently decreased. It

turns out that only 40 out of the total 50 bins have good data. When the AUV

runs at a nearly constant depth without significant pitch, this shortcoming does

not show up.

As discussed in Section 3.1.4, depth correction is carried out to counteract the

large depth variation. A profile is made over a rectangular vertical section with

depth bounds of 26 m and 82 m. It should be noted that the vehicle's yo-yo

mission introduced a substantial vertical velocity anomaly, which is obvious in

the third panel of Figure 3.9.

Using the data processing method presented in Section 3.1, the Earth-referenced

current velocity is obtained, as shown in Figure 3.10. Within the studied depth

range, the water flowed mostly southward with a maximum velocity of about
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Figure 3.9: Raw current velocity measured by the ADCP during Mission 14 on June
25, 1996.

40 cm/s. Eastward velocity demonstrates a shear structure: the water above

40-meter depth flowed to the east at about 10 cm/s while the water below flowed

to the west with velocity up to 30 cm/s. This shear current structure reveals the

layered feature of the tidal mixing process. In the vertical direction, alternating

upwellings and downwellings were of velocity up to 10 cm/s. The dominating

signature of the vehicle's own vertical motion as shown in Figure 3.9 has been

mostly removed.
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Figure 3.10: Computation result
on June 25, 1996.

of Earth-referenced current velocity for Mission 14

To reduce current velocity estimation errors to acceptable levels, 400-second

smoothing and 200-second smoothing are done on the horizontal velocity and

the vertical velocity, respectively. After smoothing. the root-mean-square (rms)

error of Earth-referenced horizontal current velocity is about 3 cm/s, while the

velocity magnitude is as large as 30 cm/s. One may notice two minor discon-

tinuities of eastward velocity at around 1000 s and 1400 s. They are caused

by the direction reversal of the vehicle at around 1200 s. In post-processing,

when either edge of the 400-second smoothing window slides past this instant,

a big change of new velocity values will affect the smoothing output. Errors in
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estimating vertical current velocity are smaller than those in estimating hori-

zontal current velocity, so the applied smoothing window is shorter for vertical

current velocity estimation. After smoothing, the rms error of Earth-referenced

vertical current velocity is about 1 cm/s while the velocity magnitude is as large

as 10 cm/s. It should be noted that the LBL navigation error is the dominant

error source in extracting horizontal current velocity. This necessitates a long

smoothing window. Therefore we cannot overemphasize the importance of good

navigation. Later work on the LBL system has shown very promising results in

a series of trials that took place at Cape Cod Bay in May 1997.

Earth-referenced current velocity at 4 meters below the AUV

24.8 25 25.2 25.4 25.6 25.8 26
Easting (km)

Figure 3.11: Horizontal current velocity near the AUV and its effect on the AUV's
trajectory during Mission 14 on June 25, 1996.

Figure 3.11 shows the Earth-referenced horizontal current velocity in the vicin-

ity of the AUV. It is based on current velocity measurements in the first depth

bin which was 4 m below the vehicle. These measurements were made so close
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to the AUV that they are considered to represent the water current that ap-

plied hydrodynamic forces on the vehicle. Note that only one velocity data

point out of every five is used in Figure 3.11 to ensure that the arrows are not

too crowded. Near the vehicle, there existed significant southward current up

to about 40 cm/s in the west segment of the vehicle's track. This southward

current weakened toward the east segment. The current velocity near the AUV

had an apparent effect on the vehicle's trajectory. As originally commanded,

the vehicle's dead-reckoned horizontal trajectory is: 108.9' heading for 1200 s

and then a reciprocal course of 288.90 heading for 900 s, shown by the dashed

line in Figure 3.11. The vehicle's actual trajectory, shown by the solid line, is

obviously flushed southward, under considerable hydrodynamic forces.

In Figure 3.12, vertical current velocity, AUV-measured depth, temperature,

and salinity are displayed on the same time reference. At around 600 s, the

vehicle crossed a front, entering a lower-temperature and higher-salinity water

mass. Then at around 1200 s, the vehicle turned around. At around 1700 s,

it crossed the front again in the reverse direction, and returned to the higher-

temperature and lower-salinity water. Current velocity combined with CTD

data is useful for a better understanding of the studied process.

2. Mission 11 on June 28, 1996.

During this mission, the AUV was commanded to run at a constant depth of

about 10 m. The results here only show part of the mission which was the last

southeastward leg of this way-point mission. Afterwards the vehicle flew very

close to Danger Shoal with a bathymetry shallower than 25 m. The vehicle's

horizontal and vertical trajectories are shown in Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14,

respectively.

Raw ADCP measurements are shown in Figure 3.15. All of the 50 depth bins

produced good data. Depth correction leads to a profile over a rectangular ver-
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along with AUV's CTD measurements during

tical section with depth bounds of 16 m and 102 m.

Earth-referenced current velocity between depths of 16 m and 102 m are shown

in Figure 3.16. Shear structure of horizontal current flow appears again. Before

around 900 s, the current was southward above 40-meter depth, but the current

was northward below this depth. It is interesting to compare this result with

the tidal current model result at the time of this mission which is shown in Fig-

ure 2.2. The mission took place at flood tide. The shear structure of horizontal

current velocity is an indication of deeper sea water flooding in while surface
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Figure 3.13: Horizontal trajectory of the AUV during Mission 11 on June 28, 1996.

fresh water flushed out. This observation is important for understanding the

tidal mixing process.

Upwellings of up to 10 cm/s are seen in the beginning (west) segment of the

mission. Owing to the higher magnitude of both horizontal current velocity

(- 40 cm/s) and vertical current velocity (, 10 cm/s) than those in Mission 14

on June 25, shorter smoothing windows are used. For the horizontal velocity, a

200-second smoothing window is applied, giving an rms error of about 5 cm/s.

For the vertical velocity, an 100-second smoothing window is applied, giving an

rms error of about 1.4 cm/s.
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Figure 3.14: Vertical trajectory of the AUV during Mission 11 on June 28, 1996.

Figure 3.17 shows the Earth-referenced horizontal current velocity in the vicinity

of the AUV, based on measurements in the first depth bin which was 4 m below

the vehicle. Near the vehicle, there existed southeastward current of up to

about 0.5 m/s velocity. This result will be compared with that obtained by the

method of Kalman filtering in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4

Application of Extended Kalman

Filtering

Water current velocity and AUV's velocity are not two independent quantities. They

are interrelated by the current's impact on the vehicle via hydrodynamic forces. For

estimating the Earth-referenced current velocity, one step forward is taken in this

chapter by utilizing the prior knowledge of the AUV's hydrodynamics [31]. A state

space model [32], [19], [33] is established, and the technique of Kalman Filtering is

applied. Due to the nonlinearity of the dynamics, an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)

is set up. The filtering algorithm is developed. The Haro Strait Experiment data are

used to test the EKF's performance. The result is consistent with the counterpart

in Chapter 3. Owing to utilization of hydrodynamic relations, the EKF generates

estimates of both current velocity and AUV velocity with good quality. The sacrifice

of temporal resolution caused by long smoothing as in Chapter 3 is avoided. The

method presented in this chapter provides a real-time algorithm for current velocity

extraction from measurements made on a moving platform.

4.1 Brief Introduction to Kalman Filtering

Kalman filtering is an optimal state estimation process that is applied to a dynamic

system involving random perturbations [20]. It is a recursive algorithm which gener-



ates the linear least-squares estimate of the system state from noisy data. Kalman

filtering has found wide applications in many industrial and military areas such as

satellite navigation, video and laser tracking systems, ballistic missile trajectory esti-

mation, etc.

In practice, we are often faced with a state equation and/or a measurement equa-

tion that is nonlinear [34]. An approximate optimization solution is achieved by a

linearization procedure. The originally linear filtering algorithm is accordingly mod-

ified [20]. One such an approach is to make first-order Taylor approximations with

the system function at the updated state and with the observation function at the

one-step predicted state. The Kalman filter obtained in this way is called Extended

Kalman Filter (EKF). The idea to handle a nonlinear model is natural, and the

filtering procedure is efficient. Moreover, this recursive algorithm can work in real

time.

4.2 Development of Extended Kalman Filter

4.2.1 Model Formulation

We only study the dynamics and estimation problems in the horizontal plane. For

the vertical plane, a similar formulation can be derived. The following state space

model is established:

State equation: X(n + 1) = f(X(n)) + _(n) (4.1)

Measurement equation: Y(n) = C X(n) + (n) (4.2)

where n is the time index. X(n) = [x(n) y(n) vx(n) vy(n) vxc(n) vyc(n)]T is

the 6 x 1 state vector, where T stands for transpose henceforth. The elements of

X(n) are

x(n): East position of vehicle (in meter)

y(n): North position of vehicle (in meter)



v,(n): Earth-referenced eastward velocity of vehicle (in meter/second)

v,(n): Earth-referenced northward velocity of vehicle (in meter/second)

vxc(n): Earth-referenced eastward velocity of current (in meter/second)

vyc(n): Earth-referenced northward velocity of current (in meter/second)

f() = [f() fy() fA(')fvY() fVxC(.) fvyc(_)]T is a 6 x 1 nonlinear vector func-

tion which will be elaborated in Section 4.2.2 and Section 4.2.3.

((n) = [fx(n) (n) (n) ) (v,(n) vx(n) 6vyc(n)]T is the 6 x 1 plant noise vec-

tor corresponding to the state vector X(n).

Yi(n) = [xm(n) ym(n) vmxre(n) Vmyrel(n)] T is the 4 x 1 measurement vector whose

elements are

xm(n): Measured east position of vehicle (in meter)

ym(n): Measured north position of vehicle (in meter)

vmxrel (n): Relative eastward velocity measured by the ADCP on board vehicle (in

meter/second)

vmyre,(n): Relative eastward velocity measured by the ADCP on board vehicle (in

meter/second)

10 0 0 0 0

01 0 0 0 0

0 0 -1 0 1 0

0 0 0 -1 0 1

0(n) = [sxm(n) Oym(n) Ovmxrei(n) Ovmyrel(n)] T is the 4 x 1 measurement noise vec-

tor corresponding to the measurement vector Y(n).



4.2.2 Underlying Nonlinear Dynamics in Horizontal Plane

As the AUV cruises, it is subjected to drag forces resulting from its relative velocity

against the water flow. The schematic is shown in Figure 4.1, where

Vxrel = vxc- vx (4.4)

Vyrel = Vyc - Vy (4.5)

and Fx and Fy are drag forces in x-direction and y-direction respectively. Note that

in Figure 4.1, arrow directions for velocity vectors and drag force vectors do not follow

the sign convention, in order to intuitively show the actual directions of AUV's and

water flow's motion, as well as of the resultant drag forces.

The sign convention for all velocity vectors and for force vectors Fx, Fy, and Fz

is: eastward, northward, and upward are positive, and that for force vectors FI, F2 ,

and F3 is: forward, to port side, and to top side are positive.

NORTH

Vxc

EAST

SAUV velocity Current velocity

Fx x Vxrel

Fy

I - y

--. .---------------- --xVreVyrel
Relative velocity seen by ADCP

Figure 4.1: Horizontal plane schematic of AUV velocity and water current velocity,
as well as resultant drag forces.

More detailed three-dimensional drag force schematic is illustrated in Figure 4.2,



where the relative z-directional velocity is

Vzrel = Vzc - Vz (4.6)

Like before, vzc and vz are the Earth-referenced z-directional velocity of AUV and

current, respectively. As will be shown in the following, z-directional velocity's effect

on the vehicle's horizontal dynamics is negligible in typical AUV missions. Conse-

quently, they are not included in the state space model. The vector sign convention

is strictly followed in Figure 4.2. The vehicle is neutrally buoyant, i.e., its buoyancy

cancels out its gravity. Therefore, the major forces on the vehicle are thrust force

provided by the propeller and body drag forces. Other forces and torques are not

considered yet in the thesis. There are three body drag force components, FI: longi-

tudinal (along the vehicle's body), F2: lateral in the horizontal plane, and F3 : lateral

in the vertical plane, as shown in Figure 4.2. These forces [35] are functions of vmxrel,

Vmyrel, Vmzrel, yaw angle a, and pitch angle 3:

1
FI = IpCDIS [VmxreIsin(a)cos(0) + VmyrelCOS(C)Cos ()

+ Vmzresin(P3)]2Si gn[vmxresin(a)cos(3) + vmyreICOS(a) cos(/) + Vmzrelsin(/)]

+ Fth (4.7)

1
F 2 = 1PCDtSt[-VmxreCS (a)

2 (4.8)
+ vmyrelsin(a)]2 sign[-v-mxreIcos(a) + Vmyrel sin()]

1
F3 = 2PCDtSt[-Vmxresin(a) sin(0) - vmyreIcos(a) sin(0)

SVmzre COS(P) ]2sign[r-vmxresiin(a)sin() - VmyreICOS(a) sin(3)

+ Vmzrelos(0)] (4.9)



where Fth is thrust force; p is water density; CDI and CDt are longitudinal and lateral

drag coefficients respectively; S, and St are AUV's frontal area and crossflow area

respectively.

UPWARD

HORIZONTAL
FORWARD

Figure 4.2: Illustration of drag force analysis in both plan view and side view.

Fx, F,, and Fz are obtained by an orthogonal transformation [36] from F1, F2,

and F3:

sin(a)cos()

cos(a)cos(,3)

sin (,3)

-cos(a)

sin(a)

0

-sin(a)sin(3)

-cos(a)sin(/3)-o() ()

Here we are interested only in the horizontal dynamics of the vehicle, so only Fx

and Fy are relevant. In typical AUV missions, during either level legs or yo-yo legs,

the vehicle's angle of attack is very small, i.e.,

F

Fz

SFI
F2

F3

(4.10)



-VmxreSin(a)sin( 3 ) - VmyrelCOS(a)sin( 3 ) + VmzreICOS(/) 0

hence according to Equation (4.9)

F3 ' 0 (4.12)

Furthermore, F3 's contribution to Fx and Fy is accompanied by a factor of sin(3)

where the magnitude of pitch angle P is close to zero in level legs and typically no

more than 300 in yo-yo legs. As a result, F3 's contribution to Fx and Fy is neglected,

leading to a simplified calculation of Fx and F,:

Fx
Fu]

sin(a)cos(o) -cos(a) 1F
sin(a) F2

(4.13)

Correspondingly, AUV's x-directional and y-directional accelerations can be cal-

culated from F1 and F2:

= sin(a)cos()
cos(a)cos(3)

-cos(a) F(m ddL

sin(a) 2(m+madd)

where maddl and maddt are AUV's added mass in longitudinal and lateral directions

respectively.

Incorporating Equation (4.7) and Equation (4.8) into Equation (4.14), we have

ax
ayJ

(4.14)

(4.11)



a= 1 {sin(a)cos(,){ D (vmxresin(a)
m + maddl 2

+ Vmyrel cos((a) ) 2 COS 2 (3)Sign[cos(0) (VmxrelSin() +- VmyrelCOS(a) )] + Fth } }

S pCDtSt COS (C) -Vmxre. COS (a) (4.15)
2(m + maddt)

+ Vmyrel Sin(a))2 sign(-vmxrelcos(a) + Vmyrelsin() }

1 pCDISL
ay + add {cos(a)cos(){ 2 (VmxreSinr(a)

77m + maddl 2

+ Vmyrecos(a) )2COS2 () Sign [COS () (VmxrelSzn (a) + VmyrelCOS(a))] + Fth} }

S pCDtSt sin(a)f{-Vmxrcos(a) (4.16)
2(m + maddt)

+ VmyrelSin(a) )2 sign (-VmxrelCOS (a) + Vmyrelin(a) }

4.2.3 Jacobian Matrix for the Nonlinear State Equation

State equation Equation (4.1) is expanded as

x(n + 1) = fx(X(n)) + x(n)

y(n + 1) = fy(X(n)) + (n)

vx(n + 1) = fvz(X(n)) + ~vx,(n)

vy (n + 1) = fy(Xi(n)) + ,y(n)

vXc(n + 1) = f,,v(X(n)) + v,,x(n)

vyC(n + 1) = f,,yc(X(n)) + (vyc(n)

x(,n) + vz(n) At + ~((n)

y (n) + v,(n) At + ( (n)

vy(n) + a(n) At + y (n)

vxc(n) + ~xc(n)

vyc(n) + vy(n)

where At is the time interval between adjacent data points.

(4.17)

(4.18)

(4.19)

(4.20)

(4.21)

(4.22)



So the Jacobian matrix for the state dynamics is

1 0

0 0 1+ 9,At

0 0 ay (n) At0 0 v(n)

0 0

At 0 o
aax (n)At 9a, (n) At aax (n) At
9v1 (n) avx,(n) Ovyc(n)

1 + Oay() At
avy(n)

0

0

oa,(n) At o9ay(n) At
avxc(n) 

9vy,(n)

where the partial derivatives of ax(n) and ay(n) with respect to x(n), y(n), vx(n),

vy(n), vx,(n), and vyc(n) are expanded in the following equations (for tidiness, index

n is omitted for x(n), y(n), vx(n), vy(n), vx(n), vy,(n), a(n), and 3(n)):

Oax

Ov"
pCDIS sin 2 (a)cos3 ) [(vx - vx)sin(a)

m + maddl

+ (vy, - vy)cos(a)]sign[(vxc - vx)sin(a) + (vyc - vy)cos(a)]

pCDtSt cos2 ( )[-(vxc - vZ)cos(a)

m + mnaddt

+ (vyc - vy)sin(a)]sign[-(vxe - vx)cos(a) + (vyc - vy)sin(a)]

Oax,
avy

= pCDIS i sn(a)cos(a) cos (0)[(v - vx) sin(a)
m + maddl

+ (vyc - vy)os(a)]sign[(vxc - vx)sin(a) + (vyc - vy)cos(a)]

+ CDtStin(a)cos(a)[-(vxe - vz)cos(a)
m + maddt

+ (vyc - vy)sin(a)] sign[-(vxc - vx)cos(a) + (vyc - vy)sin(a)]

(4.24)

(4.25)

(4.26)Oa,

OVzc

af
ax(n)

(4.23)

aax

avx



8ax 8ax
__= Oaa (4.27)
Ovye avy

Oay _ PCDISL= pCDI sin(a)cos(a)cos'( )[(vx, - vU,)sin(a)
v m + maddl

+ (vyc - vy)cos(a)]sign[(vxc - vx)sin(a) + (vy, - vy)cos(a)]

pCDtSt
+ PDt sin(a)cos(a)[-(v - vx)cos(a) (4.28)mn + mTaddt

+ (vyC - vy)sin(a)]sign[-(vxc - vx)cos(a) + (vy, - vy)sin(a)]

Oa - PCDISI cos (a)COS3 (z)[(vc - vU)sin(a)
avy m + maddl

+ (vyc - vy)cos(a)]sign[(vc, - v,)sin(a) + (vy, - vy)cos(a)]

_ CDtSt sin2 (a)[-(vc - vx)cos(a) (4.29)m + maddt

+ (vyu - vy)sinr(a)]sign[-(vxc - vx)cos(a) + (vy, - vy)sin(a)]

ay = -_ Oa (4.30)
&vxc Ovx

S___ - ay (4.31)
Ovyc vy

4.2.4 Error Covariance Matrices

Plant noise ((n) and measurement noise 0(n) are both assumed to be zero-mean

white Gaussian vectors. Moreover, the individual variables of (n) are considered to

be stationary and independent of one another. The covariance matrix of (n) is thus

diagonal and time invariant:



0

0

2
Ovx

0

0

0

0

0

o
2

0

0

0

0

0

0

2Ovc

0

0

0

0

0

0

2
Uvyc-

(4.32)

where the diagonal elements are the variances of corresponding random variables.

Consideration of the covariance matrix of measurement noise

q(n) = [9xm(n) Oym(n) Ovmxrel(n) Ovmyrel(n)]T is more complicated. First, let

us consider the covariance matrix of random vector W = AV where some zero-mean

random vector V has a diagonal covariance matrix Av, and the square matrix A is

orthogonal (assuming W, A, and V are all in the real domain). Then the covariance

matrix of the zero-mean W is

COVw = E[WWT] = AE[VV T ]AT = AAvA T

If Av is of such a simple form that it can be expressed as

Av = a 2 I

(4.33)

(4.34)

where I is the identity matrix, i.e., the diagonal elements of Av are identical, then

COVw = A(a2I)AT = a 2AAT = U21= Av (4.35)

i.e., the covariance matrix of W is equal to that of V.

When the ADCP unit is in an upright orientation, the two orthogonal horizontal



velocity components are calculated by two different pairs of acoustic beams [27]. So

the two velocity components can be considered independent. Furthermore, they are

of the same error variance [27] so that the error covariance matrix for the two velocity

components satisfies Equation (4.34). Eastward and northward velocity in the ENU

coordinate system can be transformed from the two local horizontal velocity compo-

nents using the yaw angle. The transformation matrix is orthogonal. Therefore, with

the reasoning described by Equation (4.33), Equation (4.34), and Equation (4.35),

we know that Vmxrel(n) and vmyrel(n) are uncorrelated. If the ADCP unit is tilted

from the upright orientation, because of the contribution of ADCP's local vertical

velocity component, there would be some correlation between Vmxrel and vmyret. In

our AUV operations, the vehicle runs either level missions or yo-yo ones with a small

pitch angle. Referring to the schematic in Figure 1.1, the ADCP can be considered

approximately upright. Hence Vmxrel(n) and Vmyre(n) are deemed approximately un-

correlated.

xm(n) and ym(n) measured by the acoustic LBL navigation system are considered

approximately uncorrelated. Certainly, AUV's position measurements Xm(n) and

ym(n) are uncorrelated with ADCP's velocity measurement, because they are provided

by different instruments. Therefore, the covariance matrix of measurement noise 0 is

approximately diagonal and time invariant as well:

2 0 0 0

0 "2  0 0
8 (n) 0 = my (4.36)

0 0 Uvmxrel 0

0 0 0 v2myrel

where the diagonal elements are the variances of corresponding random variables:

mx2 =2 and a2  - 2
mx my vmxrel - vmyrel"



4.2.5 Parameter Values

All the parameters to be used are listed and briefly explained in Table 4.1, Table 4.2,

and Table 4.3, where "std." stands for standard deviation.

Table 4.1: AUV related parameters

Parameter Symbol Value Source or Derivation

Data interval At (s) 2 [3]
Water density p (kg/m') 1022.5 [15]
Longitudinal drag coefficient CDI 0.092 [37]
Lateral drag coefficient CDot 0.5 Estimated from FIG. 5.7 of [38]
Frontal area SI (m )  0.273 7ir(-2- m)" where 0.59 m

is the vehicle's biggest diameter
Crossflow area St (m 2 )  0.996 7r( M)(- m) where 2.15 m

is the vehicle's length
Mass (including entrained water) m (kg) 360 [39]
Longitudinal added mass maddl (kg) 36 [37], [35]
Lateral added mass maddt (kg) 401 By integration using strip-theory

approximation for a slender body [35]
AUV's thrust force Fth (N) ~ 25, slightly Calculated using AUV's average velocity

mission dependent relative to water

Table 4.2: Plant noise parameters

Parameter Symbol Value Source or Derivation

std. error of AUV's x ax (m) 0.2 Traveled distance in At at 10% of AUV's representative
velocity 1 m/s

std. error of AUV's y ay (m) 0.2 Same as above
std. error of AUV's vx aVx (m/s) 0.1 10% of AUV's representative velocity 1 m/s
std. error of AUV's vy avy (m/s) 0.1 Same as above
std. error of current's vXC aVe (m/s) 0.05 10% of current's representative velocity 0.5 m/s
std. error of current's vyc avYC (m/s) 0.05 Same as above



Table 4.3: Measurement noise parameters
Parameter Symbol Value Source or Derivation

std. error of AUV's measured x Umx (m) 10 [3]

std. error of AUV's measured y amy (m) 10 Same as above

std. error of vmxrel measured by ADCP aVmXrel (m/s) 0.07 [27]

std. error of vmyrel measured by ADCP avmyrel (m/s) 0.07 Same as above

4.3 Extended Kalman Filtering Procedure

and Results

4.3.1 Extended Kalman Filtering Procedure

The block diagram of a Kalman filter [19] is shown in Figure 4.3. As expressed

by Equation (4.1), the plant dynamics involves nonlinear functions. Therefore, we

use an EKF which linearizes the problem about a trajectory that is continuously

updated with state estimates resulting from measurements [19]. Only the first-order

dynamics is retained during each update and predict cycle, hence Jacobian matrices

as in Equation (4.23) are used to establish the linearized dynamics at each step.

For the model formulated by Equation (4.1) and Equation (4.2), the procedure

of Extended Kalman Filtering (EKF) can be summarized in the following [33], [40].

Note that in Equation (4.1), function f(-) is only on X(n) while the plant noise ((n)

is additive.

1. Initialization of state and error covariance:

X(01 - 1) = E[X(0)] (4.37)

(0 - 1) = cov[X(O);X(0)] (4.38)

n = 0 (4.39)

2. Compute Kalman filter gain:



Initialization of State and Error Covariance

I- - II II II III Compute Filter GainI II II II II II II II II III II II II III II II II II III III Prediet State and Update StateII Error Covanance iI II II II II II II II II II II II III II II II II II II II
pdateErrorCovadanI II II III II

Figure 4.3: Kalman filter loop.

H(n) = E(nln- 1)CT[CZ(nln - 1)CT + e]-1 (4.40)

3. Update state:

X(nln) = X(njn - 1) + H(n)[Y(n) - CX(nln - 1)] (4.41)

4. Update error covariance:



(4.42)E(nln ) = E(nln- 1) - H (n)CE(nn - 1)

5. Predict state and error covariance:

A(n)

X(n + 1In)

1(n + In)

af
OX (n) n)=(njn)

- f (X(nn))

=- (n)_(nlr)A T (n) + -(n)

where Equation (4.43) is evaluated using Equation (4.23).

6. Increase n and go to step 2.

In the initialization step, the state and the error covariance matrix is assigned as

in the following:

(4.43)

(4.44)

(4.45)



x(01 - 1) = the first xm measured by the LBL system (4.46)

y(0j - 1) = the first ym measured by the LBL system (4.47)

vX(01 - 1) = -(the first Vmxrel measured by the ADCP) (4.48)

vy(0 - 1) = -(the first vmyre measured by the ADCP) (4.49)

vX(0I - 1) = 0 (4.50)

vyc(0 - 1) = 0 (4.51)

2 0 0 0 0 0

0 U 2  0 0 0 0my

0 0 2  0 0 0
(0 - 1) = vmxrel (4.52)

0 0 0 U 2  0 0
vmyrel

0 0 0 0 2 0
vmxrel

0 0 0 0 0 a2vmyrel

4.3.2 Current and AUV Velocity Estimation Results

Field data of the Haro Strait Experiment are used to test the presented EKF algo-

rithm. ADCP data correction has been done as in Chapter 3. Results on AUV Mission

11 on June 28 are shown here. This mission has been introduced in Section 3.2. Note

that Vmxrel and vmyrel are data from the ADCP's first depth bin which was 4 m below

the vehicle. The first-bin measurements were made so close to the AUV that they

are considered to represent the water current that applied hydrodynamic forces on

the vehicle.

Estimation output of the six state processes, x(n), y(n), vx(n), vy(n), vx(n), and

vyc are shown in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5, where they are compared with corre-

sponding raw measurements. In Figure 4.4, EKF estimates are very close to the raw

measurements, but differences would show up when zoomed in. Figure 4.5 demon-

strates that Earth-referenced current velocity can be reconstructed from raw relative

velocity measured by the ADCP and AUV positions measured by the LBL navigation
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Figure 4.4: EKF-estimated AUV positions compared with raw measurements made
by the LBL navigation system.

system, by utilizing the underlying dynamics expressed by the EKF model. Mean-

while, Earth-referenced AUV velocity is also estimated, as a much needed by-product.

Convergence performance of the EKF is shown by Figure 4.6. In less than 100 s

(equivalent to 50 data points with a 2-second interval), the filter reaches the steady

state. The position estimation error decreases from the initial 10 m to about 3.6 m

(note: a11(0| - 1) = 10 m, but a 11 (0|0) = 7.1 m appears as the initial value in Fig-

ure 4.6). Velocity estimation errors are about 0.18 m/s at steady state. This value is

larger than the ADCP's instrument noise 0.07 m/s. The reason is that the large un-

certainty of raw position measurements translates into the velocity uncertainty. Note

x 10 4 Evolution of Raw and EKF Estimated AUV positions in x-direction
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Figure 4.5: EKF-estimated AUV's and current's Earth-referenced velocities compared
with raw velocity measurement made by the ADCP.

that in this EKF algorithm, no smoothing window is used. If a 200-second smooth-

ing window were to be further applied as was done in producing horizontal current

velocities shown in Figure 3.16, the estimation error would be reduced to 1.8 cm/s

which is only one-third of the 5 cm/s error given by the post-processing method in

Chapter 3. Square roots of absolute values of two pairs of cross-correlation terms in

the covariance matrix are shown in Figure 4.7, on the same scale as the lower panel

of Figure 4.6. The coupling errors between velocity pairs appear to be very small,
indicating that the assumption on plant noise is acceptable.

Kalman filter gains are illustrated in Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9. The 5th row
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Figure 4.6: Time evolution of Kalman Filter estimation errors for AUV's position,
AUV's Earth-referenced velocity, and current's Earth-referenced velocity.

and the 6th row of the 6 x 4 gain matrix H are shown in Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9,

respectively. Let us take Figure 4.8 for a close look. This 4-element row represents

the influence weights of the 4 measurements on the estimation of x-directional Earth-

referenced current velocity vx,. At steady state, H(5, 3) and H(5, 1) have much larger

magnitude than the other two elements. This means that x-directional measurements

vmxrel and xm have much larger effects than y-directional measurements vmyrel and

ym. A corresponding observation is made with y-directional Earth-referenced current

velocity vye, as shown in Figure 4.9. These observations make very good physical

sense.
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Evolution of AUV Position Estimation Error
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Evolution of Cross-Correlation between AUV Velocity Estimates in x-direction and y-direction
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Figure 4.7: Time evolution of cross-correlations for AUV's Earth-referenced velocity
pair and current's Earth-referenced velocity pair.

At last, Earth-referenced horizontal current velocity is drawn on the AUV's hori-

zontal trajectory, as shown in Figure 4.10. Note that only one velocity data point out

of every five is used to make arrows more legible. We can see that during this AUV

mission, there was a southeast current with velocity of up to about 0.5 m/s. This is

consistent with the result shown in Figure 3.17 in Chapter 3 for the same mission.

We should be able to decrease the discrepancy between Figure 3.17 and Figure 4.10

by improving the Kalman Filter model as will be discussed in Section 5.2. One of the

advantages of utilizing Kalman filtering is that long smoothing window is no longer

necessary. Thus temporal resolution is maintained. Such a causal algorithm can be
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Evolution of One Row of Kalman Filter Gain Matrix
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Figure 4.8: Time evolution of Kalman Filter gains for current's Earth-referenced v,,
associated with the 4 measurements: Xm, Ym, Vmxrel, and vmyrel.

implemented in real time, which is a very useful feature for AUV applications.
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Figure 4.9: Time evolution of Kalman Filter gains for current's Earth-referenced vyC
associated with the 4 measurements: Xm, Ym, Vmxrel, and vmyrel.
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Figure 4.10: Earth-referenced horizontal current velocity near the AUV during Mis-
sion 11 on June 28, 1996.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

5.1 Contributions

Water current velocity is of key importance to ocean process research, environmental

monitoring, ship traffic control, and other offshore work. The thesis presents an AUV-

borne current velocity profiling system, and the methods for recovering the Earth-

referenced current velocity from ADCP measurements made on a moving platform.

To the author's knowledge, this system is the first to map current velocity from an

AUV. The contributions are summarized as follows.

1. A data post-processing scheme for extracting Earth-referenced current velocity

from raw ADCP measurements is presented. LBL navigation data and depth

measurements for the AUV are used to estimate the vehicle's own velocity. The

vehicle's velocity is removed from the relative current velocity made by the

ADCP. Earth-referenced current velocity is thus extracted. Heading/pitch/roll

correction for the ADCP data is conducted.

2. A framework for current velocity estimation utilizing Extended Kalman Filter-

ing (EKF) is developed. The hydrodynamics connecting current velocity and

vehicle's motion is utilized. A state space model is set up to represent the AUV's

nonlinear dynamics under hydrodynamic forces. By closely following the dy-

namics, velocity estimation noise of the EKF is lower than that given by the



post-processing method. Application of EKF also leads to a causal algorithm

for measuring water current from an AUV in real time.

3. Field data from the Haro Strait Tidal Front Experiment are processed by both

algorithms. The resultant Earth-referenced current velocity reveals horizontal

layered structure as well as alternating upwellings and downwellings in the tidal

mixing process. Horizontal current velocity is also consistent with the vehicle's

deviated trajectory.

5.2 Future Work

1. After the Haro Strait Experiment, bottom-track mode was added to the RDI

Workhorse ADCP. In this mode ADCP calculates its own velocity referenced

to the bottom and its distance from the bottom, when the bottom is within

its range. Bottom-track can be utilized to improve estimates of the AUV's

velocity. Modifications to the current velocity extraction algorithms should be

accordingly made.

2. The AUV's horizontal velocity can directly be estimated by using the travel

times for each LBL transponder. This is probably a better approach than

differentiating the LBL fix data. The effect of the LBL array calibration errors

would be suppressed by using travel time differentiations.

3. The technique of EKF is applied for extracting Earth-referenced current ve-

locity. Chapter 4 builds the framework, while the presented algorithm is only

for the horizontal plane. For the vertical plane, a similar formulation can be

derived. On the other hand, more delicate AUV dynamics, such as angular

rotation, should be included for a more precise description of its motion. More

precise dynamics representation will consequently improve the current velocity

estimate.
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